Dawson’s grown and guaranteed!

Roses

2017 - 2018

Dawson’s Garden World is a family-owned, Western Australian company, which has specialised in growing roses for local gardeners since 1903.

Dawson’s roses have always been famous for their quality and hardiness. To make sure you get the best, Dawson’s roses are grafted onto quality Rosa Fortuniana rootstock – they’re proven to outperform others in WA. Your Dawson’s roses will provide you with year after year of beautiful, colourful blooms.

At Dawson’s we don’t just sell roses, we’ve been helping gardeners get the best out of their rose gardens for over 100 years, so there’s no better place to go for expert rose advice.

Our catalogue is presented in colour groups and we hope this will aid easier selection and comparison of varieties. You can view our online rose catalogue, view our rose picture gallery and download rose fact sheets at www.dawsonsgardenworld.com.au

Our knowledgeable staff will be happy to answer your questions on any aspect of rose growing or care. Just ask in-store or email your questions to askdawsons@dawsonsgardenworld.com.au

Because we grow the quality roses we sell, we confidently guarantee them all.

Happy Gardening!

Don't forget our brilliant and ever popular offer!

The Dawson dozen!

Buy any 12 Roses of the same value and we’ll give you the 13th one FREE!
Floribunda Roses
Clusters of flowers
You can’t beat floribunda roses for sheer garden display. Ideal for borders, mass planting and hedging. If you want colour, think floribundas!

NEW RELEASE
COCONUT ICE (2016) - Bicolour blooms of pink with a white reverse. Could easily be mistaken for an Austin rose due to its beautiful old rose form. Healthy foliage displaying good disease resistance. Clusters of 3-5 blooms held on firm stems. Much admired in our production nursery. 120cm.


MY YELLOW (2016) - A non-fading, shining, golden yellow bred in Australia by Bruce Brundrett. Some golden pink blushing on the outer most petals. A Silver Medal Winner from the National Rose Trial Garden in Adelaide. 70cm.

TWILIGHT ZONE (2016) - Stunning, dark ruby to purple blooms carrying a delicious fragrance. Medium to large sized, petal packed flowers in clusters throughout the season. Will remind you of Ebb Tide which is one of its pollen parents. A bit of magic from American breeder Tom Carruth. 90-120cm

PINK SHADES
BONICA (1983) - Small pink blooms in clusters. Spreading habit. 100-120cm.

BLUSHING KNOCK OUT (2010) - Covers itself with apple-blossom pink single flowers. Group plant to create brilliant drips of colour. Easy care with disease resistant. Height and width to 100cm.

BLUSHING PINK ICEBERG (2000) (STA) - A sport of the famous white iceberg, with this form having pink blushes dappled through the petals. The degree of pink blush varies, so select when in flower to obtain your favourite shade. 120-150cm.

BRIDAL PINK (1967) - Delicate pink double blooms. Excellent for bouquets.100-120cm.

BRILLIANT PINK ICEBERG (2001) (STA) - This brilliant pink sport of iceberg rose is every bit as wonderful as its parent. 135cm.

DEAREST (1960) (STA) - Double clear soft pink. 120cm.


DREAM CHASER (2016) - Plum coloured buds open to rich, rosy pink, double blooms. Powerful, sweet, rosy fragrance. A showy garden and cut flower variety. 100cm.

ENCORE (2013) - Simple yet very showy, bright pink, semi double blooms which open full to reveal a centre of golden stamens. A healthy and vigorous grower, ideal for border or mass plantings. Part proceeds of sales to the YWCA Australia, to support their Encore Breast Cancer Program. 125cm.

JANE McGrath (2009) - Bred in Australia, this variety has quartered, old-world style, pale pink blooms. Slightly arching form. Part proceeds of sales to the McGrath Foundation. 100cm x 80cm.

PINK CHAMPAGNE (2015) - Small, mid to soft pink blooms pop up all over just like champagne bubbles. Glossy, apple green foliage. Mass or group plant. A spreading type floribunda to around 80cm.

PINK CHIFFON (1956) (STA) - Pale pink. Fully double, nodding, old-world style blooms. 100-110cm.

PINK KNOCK OUT (2010) - Bountiful, bright pink, single flowers adorn this easy growing disease resistant shrub. fantastic landscaping variety. Height and width to 100cm.

SEXY REXY (1984) - Shell-pink Camellia like blooms. 100-130cm.

SHADY LADY (1986) (STA) - Clusters of rose pink blooms, with ivory centres. Tolerates moderate shade. 120cm.

SIMPLICITY (1978) - Semi-double pink blooms in great profusion. 100-150cm.

YELLOW-GOLD SHADES
FRIEWSIA (1977) (STA) (GFM) - High-centred yellow blooms. Good cut flower. 90-120cm.

GOLD BUNNY (1978) (STA) - Very prolific, golden yellow blooms. 90-100cm.

THE GOLDEN CHILD (2014) - Canary yellow blooms in large clusters or sometimes held singly. Excellent for beds, borders and cut flowers. Height 100-120cm.

SOUL MATE (2009) - Beautiful old-world style blooms of buttery gold, carrying a sweet liqueur scent. Bushy, rounded grower with good disease resistance. 120cm.

RED SHADES
BURGUNDY ICEBERG (2003) (STA) - Glowing burgundy blooms with all the reliable, heavy flowering and disease resistant traits of the original white iceberg. 135cm.

EUROPEANA (1963) - Rich, deep crimson red flowers. 120cm.

DOUBLE KNOCK OUT (2004) - Shrubby bush, producing endless clusters of double cherry red blooms. Great landscape rose, looks fantastic when mass planted. 100cm x 100cm.

HAPPY WANDERER (1972) - Blazing cardinal red. Semi-double blooms. 100cm.

LILI MARLENE (1959) - Brilliant double red. 90-120cm.

SATCHMO (1970) (STA) - Non-fading, rich scarlet blooms. 90-120cm.

APRICOT-ORANGE SHADES
APRICOT GEM (1978) - Rich apricot-orange blooms. 105-120cm.

BRASS BAND (1993) (STA) - Sunny apricot-orange blooms with yellow reverse. 130-150cm.

FIRE STAR (2010) - Deep, mandarin-orange coloured blooms with frilled petals. Double blooms carried in clusters. Consistent performer throughout the season. The official rose of the Country Fire Association. 80cm x 75cm.


HOT COCOA (2003) - Large ruffled blooms of mysterious smoky chocolate orange. Subtle old rose fragrance. 120-150cm.

MARINA (1974) - Non-fading orange. 90-120cm.

MARMALADE SKIES (2010) - Clusters of tangerine-orange, double blooms held on strong stems. 90cm x 80cm.

McLEOD’S DAUGHTERS (2007) - Creamy apricot blooms, tinged with a coppery reverse. 150cm.

OLIVIA NEWTON-JOHN (2008) - Fully double peachy-apricot coloured blooms, complemented by a delicate tea rose fragrance. 120cm.

OUR HONEY OLIVIA (2012) - A honey coloured variation of the original Olivia Newton-John rose. Complete with a delicate tea fragrance. Height to 120cm.

SLIM DUSTY (2010) - An outback medley of golden orange infused with sunburnt copper tones. Celebrating Aussie country music legend Slim Dusty. 90cm x 75cm.

SOUL SISTER (2015) - Perhaps the most unique colouring we’ve seen in recent years. Incredible, milky chocolate coloured blooms with hints of lavender. Classic, high centred bloom form. Rémisent of Julia’s Rose. 150cm.
Your Guarantee of Quality
At Dawson’s we grow the plants we sell, so we can confidently offer an unconditional 12-month guarantee. If, for any reason, a Dawson’s plant fails to perform, we’ll happily give you a free replacement plant. Just bring in the plant and the sales receipt as proof of purchase.

Don’t forget our brilliant and ever popular offer! The Dawson dozen! Buy any 12 Roses of the same value and we’ll give you the 13th one FREE!

**WHITE-CREAM SHADES**

BERNINA (1979) - Delightfully scented creamy white. 90-120cm. BRINDABELLA BOUQUET (2008) – Fluted white petals surrounding pink champagne blushed centres. Flowers fading to blooms of the purest white. A rounded, bushy shrub, which repeats well through the season. Strong, spicy fragrance. Height and width to 100cm. EDELWEISS (1970) (STA) - Creamy white. Excellent border rose. Prolific. 60cm. FRENCH LACE (1980) - Creamy, ivory blooms with hints of pale apricot towards the centre. 100cm. ICEBERG (1958) (STA) - One of the world’s most loved roses. Ever reliable, prolific clusters of pure white blooms throughout the season. 120-150cm. MAGGIE (2004) (STA) - Soft white with hints of lemon in the centre. Lovely soft fruit and rose fragrance. 150cm.

**MAGNÉT MERRIL (1977) - High centred buds born singly or in clusters open to pure white, semi-double blooms. Highly fragrant. Has fairly long stems for a floribunda making it a useful cut flower too. 170cm.**

PRINCESS OF WALES (2000) – Pure white, lightly scented blooms. 100cm.

**PURPLE-MAUVE SHADES**

ANGEL FACE (1968) (STA) (GFM) - Fragrant double lavender with ruby edges. 100cm. BONNIE BABES (2000) – (Formerly known as Perfume Perfection). Delicate mauve-lavender blooms, strong sweet fragrance. Height 100-120cm.

**BLUE FOR YOU (2007) – Semi double mauve-blue toned flowers, developing richer purple-near blue tones with age. Compact, upright grower. 90cm.**

EBB TIDE (2009) (STA) - Almost black buds open to reveal fully double, old-world style deep purple blooms. Delicious, intense clove fragrance.100cm.

**LOVE POTION (1995) - Richly fragrant, lilac-mauve blooms, with ruffled petals. 90cm. NOVALIS (2013) – Sweetly scented, lavender-mauve blooms. Old rose style, fully double blooms. Easy growing, upright and vigorous grower. Bred by master rose breeders, Kordes of Germany. 100cm.**


**PURPLE GLOW (2016) – Masses of purple-magenta flowers that open to reveal centres of golden stamens. Healthy, compact grower. Petals fall cleanly from spent blooms, giving a neat appearance. Awarded Silver Medal at the National Rose Trial Garden. 100cm x 100cm.**

**SIMPLICITY LAVENDER (2005) - Lavender blooms with strong citrus fragrance. 120cm.**

**SIMPLY MARVELLOUS (2005) - Compact growing floribunda with mauve-purple tones, complimented by a sweet old rose fragrance. 125cm.**

**SWEET INTOXICATION (2008) - Clusters of medium to large, mauve-purple blooms with a lavender reverse. Bewitchingly strong clove fragrance. Great hedging or garden rose. Won Most Fragrant Rose at the Australian Rose Trials 2009. Height to 135-150cm.**

**THANK YOU (2011) (STA) – Prolific flowering rose, producing large clusters of deep mauve blooms. Giving this rose is a wonderful way to say “thank you”. Best Floribunda Rose at Australian National Rose Trials 2011. Rounded, bushy habit. 120cm.**

**BI-COLOUR/MULTICOLOUR**

BOLD SEDUCTION (2007) - A darker flowering form of the ever popular Seduction rose. Deep sunset pink and ivory cream. 120cm.

**CABANA (2002) – Intensely fragrant, rose-pink with light yellow blotches and stripes. 130cm.**

**CHIHULY (2003) - Dazzling blend of apricot-yellow, orange and deep red. 125cm.**

**DAY BREAKER (2004) - Warm yellow tones, blending with apricot and pink. 130cm.**

**EYES FOR YOU (2012) – Fascinating, semi-double blooms of pale pink with a contrasting “eye” of magenta-violet surrounding golden stamens. Strong old rose fragrance. The plant is clothed in dark green, healthy foliage. 120cm x 100cm.**

**FIRE & ICE (2008) (STA) - Semi-double clustered blooms of strawberry red and cream. A gold medal winner from the Australian Rose Trials. 150cm.**

**FOR YOUR EYES ONLY (2016) – Salmon pink and apricot hued single flowers with a distinctive darker pink/red “eye” in the centre. A fascinating rose with Persian rose linage. Awarded UK Rose of The Year in 2015 by the Royal Horticultural Society. 100cm.**

**GARDEN DELIGHT (2015) – High centred buds open to fully double, cup shaped blooms of blended yellow and red. Bloom colouring will be influenced by climate and season. If you love Peace or Chicago Peace, you’ll love this new floribunda. 80cm.**

**IMP (1971) – Double white blooms with red margins. Compact grower 60-90cm.**

**LOVE-IN (2008) - Yellow blooms, splashed and striped with red, creating a mass of colour. Healthy grower. 110cm.**

**MERRY MAKER (2009) - Short compact grower ideal for group or mass planting. Semi-double blooms with tints of apricot, lemon, orange and pink. 50cm.**

**MODEL OF PERFECTION (1977) – Deep yellow edged orange. Outer petals deep cerise. 100-110cm.**


**ORIGAMI (2015) – Strongly angular red and white petals make each bloom appear like a paper folded flower. Won Best Floribunda Rose at the Australian Rose Trials in 2010. Height to 1.2m.**

**PEACH PROFUSION (2012) – Apricot, peach blooms with a cream reverse. Blooms fading to an overall cream colour. Dense, bushy grower to 1m. Winner Best Floribunda Rose and Most Pest and Disease Tolerant Rose at The Australian National Rose Trials 2012. 100cm.**

**REGENSBERG (1979) – Semi-double blooms of pink with contrasting white centres. Petals also carry a faint white edging and reverse, adding to the drama. 50cm.**

**RODEO CLOWN (2005) – Ruffled blooms of deep yellow, red, rose pink and cream. 100cm.**

**SENTIMENTAL (2005) (STA) - A unique red and white striped rose. Highly fragrant. Each petal is different. 135cm high.**

**SEDUCTION (1988) (STA) – Semi-double blooms. Ivory centre, deepening to Azalea pink edges. Consistent performer throughout the season. 120cm.**

**WOMAN’S DAY (1993) – Blooms are white with deep pink edging. 120-130cm**
NEW RELEASE

A DAUGHTER’S GIFT (2016) – A beautifully proportioned rose with large blooms of deep, velvety red highlighted by a white reverse. Blooms singly or in clusters of up to 20. Long-stemmed, sweet fragrance. Part proceeds of sales to Sir Charles Gardiner Hospital Leukaemia and Lymphoma Fund supporting leukaemia research.

CITY OF PERTH (2016) – A gorgeous blend of yellow, apricot and peachy red. Pointed petals add appeal. Near red outer petals frame the flowers nicely. Part proceeds of sales to St Vincent de Paul Society WA. 150cm.

DARK DESIRE (2016) – A beautiful, new, dark red from the black side bred by Kordes and Sons of Germany. Each black bud opens to, unique, dark red blooms with violet tones and some black blushing at the petal edges. Bushy habit with arching canes. Winner of Fragrant Rose award at the Adelaide National Rose Trials in 2016. 135cm.

FEARLESS (2016) – Intense, hot orange, petal packed, double blooms. Light, sweet fragrance. Long lasting bloom. A showy plant with beautiful flower. Swane’s Roses whom introduced this rose to Australia, give it a big wrap “This multi award winner is one of our best sellers”.

GIFT OF GRACE (2005) – Lovely orchid-pink blooms with intense old rose fragrance. Height to 150cm.

IN APPRECIATION (2004) – Deep bright pink flowers with a slight fragrance. Giving In Appreciation is the perfect way to say “thank you”.


KEVIN S WISH (2016) – Orange yellow blooms. Luscious soft fruit and spicy rose petal. Very well formed double flower. 120-135cm.


MARY MacKillop (1989) – Super-sized, non-fading, shining, cerise with hints of mauve. Long lasting, strong, fruity fragrance will provide child safety awareness education around Australia S.A. Height 150cm.


PENNANT (1952) – A real contender in the fragrance stakes. Fully open to large cherry-red flowers of classic high centred blooms on long stems. 150-160cm.

PERFUME PASSION (2012) – Magnificent, high-centred blended pink blooms. Has a delicious fragrance that keeps you coming back for more. Winner of Best Hybrid Tea Rose and Most Fragrant Rose at the National Rose Trial Gardens in 2012. 150cm.


POPPY (1978) – Delicate pink with some subtle yellow. Very well-formed, double flowers. 120-135cm.

ROAD TO SMILES (2016) – Deep red blooms with violet tones and some black blushing at the petal edges. Strongly fragrant. Full, double blooms. Ideal for bedding. 120-135cm.

ROSE IN MEMORIAM (2016) – Light pink blooms are informally quartered, reminiscent of old roses. Long lasting, strong, fruity fragrance will delight. Part proceeds of sales to Alzheimer’s Australia S.A. Height 150cm.

SUGAR MOON (2017) – Pure white blooms, accentuated with board petals and saturated with intense, sweet citrus and rose fragrance. A real contender in the fragrance stakes. Fully open flowers resemble Camellias. 120-150cm.

TEQUILA TIGER (2012) – Bold and beautiful rich, bright red blooms. Highly perfumed, lovely cut flower. Height to 120cm.

VIOLETA (2011) – Shell-pink blooms with deeper pink flushed towards the petal edges. A healthy, free branching bush, with a wonderfully fragrant, sweet fragrance. 150cm.

YELLOW-GOLD SHADES

CANDLELIGHT (2008) – Large, fragrant yellow blooms. Beautifuly scented centre, gives the blooms an old-world appearance. 120cm.

DAMASK DANUBE (1947) (GFM) – Clear yellow blooms with some apricot tinge. Strongly fragrant, cutting quality blooms. Upright grower to 150cm.

EIFFEL TOWER (1963) – Mid-pink, long-stemmed blooms. Almost thornless.150cm.

FALLING IN LOVE (2011) (GFM) - A blend of warm pink cut flower. 140cm.

FIRST PRIZE (1970) - Rose pink. High centred buds. Robust grower. 120-135cm.

GOLD MEDAL (1982) - Deep golden yellow with subtle copper tones towards the centre.150cm.

HOLTERMANN’S GOLD (1988) (STA) - Scented, golden yellow blooms. Excellent cut flower. 120-150cm.

LIMELIGHT (1984) – Bright, golden-yellow blooms with mild fragrance. 120-135cm.

NEWS OF THE WORLD (2017) – Bright, golden-yellow blooms, full and well formed. 120-135cm.

PRINCESS MARGARET (1969) – Ruffled edges of white rose with an intoxicating, spicy rose fragrance. 150cm.

QUEEN ELIZABETH (1954) – Large, mid pink flowers. Tall, vigorous grower. 160cm.

SAGA TP (2017) – Medium sized, bright orange, petal packed, double blooms. Light, sweet fragrance. Long lasting bloom. A showy plant with beautiful flower. Swane’s Roses whom introduced this rose to Australia, give it a big wrap “This multi award winner is one of our best sellers”.

SASSAN (2013) – Strongly fragrant, double yellow blooms with some greenish tinge. 130-150cm.

SASSA Fr (2014) – Bold and beautiful rich, bright red blooms. Highly perfumed, lovely cut flower. Height to 120cm.

SCHUBERT (1960) – High centred blooms of bicolour pink. Light-mid pink petals with a darker pink reverse. 150cm.


TENET (2014) – Strongly fragrant, double yellow blooms with some greenish tinge. 130-150cm.

VIOLINA (2011) – Shell-pink blooms with deeper pink flushed towards the petal edges. A healthy, free branching bush, with a wonderfully fragrant, sweet fragrance. 150cm.


YAFFA (1959) (STA) - Scented, golden yellow blooms. Excellent cut flower. 120-150cm.

ZEPHYR (1964) – Medium sized, bright pink. Long lasting, strong, fruity fragrance will provide child safety awareness education around Australia S.A. Height 150cm.
DOLLY PARTON (1984) - Huge, heavily scented orange-red blooms. 120-150cm.
FATHER’S LOVE (2009) (STA) - Rich dark velvety-red blooms. Fully double, quartered blooms give the flower a delightful old-world feel. 150cm.
FIRE FIGHTER (2009) - A top new addition to the red colour range. Intensely fragrant, rich deep red, beautifully foaming with copper, apricot and soft pinks with outer petals fading off to cream. Bred in Australia by Bruce Brundrett. 150cm.
SHIRLEY’S ROSE (2016) - An intensely fragrant rose, displaying a fringed edge of copper, apricots and soft pinks with outer petals fading off to cream. Bred in Australia by Bruce Brundrett. 150cm.
SOLERO (2003) - Clustered, very double, blooms of deep apricots. 100cm.
SPIRIT OF PEACE (1995) - Classic blooms of golden buff and mellow apricot, tinged with shades of coppery pink. 120cm.
SWEEET SENSES (2015) - Large flowered, richly fragrant honey-apricot blooms open from high centred buds. Part proceeds of sales to Senses Australia, who provide disability services to people across Australia. 120cm.
TUSCAN SUN (2006) - Deep apricot-orange blooms, fading to copper-pink. Light spicy fragrance. 120cm.
WARM WISHES (1998) - Large, fragrant, soft coral-pink and peach blended blooms. 85cm.
WHISKY (1967) - Delightful bloom of apricot and orange. Light. Great flowered. 120cm.
APRICOT SHADES
CHAMPIGNON (1982) - Small, pure cream flowers, great for cutting. 120-150cm.
JARDIN DE LAMOUR (2012) - Large, sweetly scented creamy white blooms. 120cm.
MOONSTONE (1999) - Ivory white petals with a delicate pink blush and edging. Height 120-135cm.
PASCAL (2013) - A vivid, clear, pure white. Excellent cut flower variety. 150cm.
POPE JOHN PAUL II (2010) (STA) - This exceptional new rose variety has received top ratings for vigorous growth, disease resistance and form. The Pope John Paul II rose produces large, luminous, pure white blooms, beautifully finished with a delicate, rich rose, Australian Rose of the Year 2010. 120-150cm.
VIRGO (1947) (H) - Exquisite pure white. Semi-double. Delightfully fragrant.120-135cm.
WHITE LIGHTNIN’ (1980) - Sparkling white with powerful scent. 130-135cm.
PURPLE MAUVE SHADES
BLUE MOON (1965) - Large ice-blue blooms. 135-150cm.
FRAGRANT PLUM (1985) (GFM) - Perfumed, deep dark purple blooms. Size 120cm. 
NEPTUNE (2004) - Deliciously fragrant, rich lavender blooms kissed with purple. 140cm.
PARADISE (1975) - Scented, lavender-edged, magenta blooms. 120-135cm.
SHOCKING BLUE (1965) - Rich lilac mauve. Long pointed buds. 100-120cm.
SŒUR EMANUELLE (2007) (Delbard) - Fully double, cupped, lilac-pink blooms. Strong lavender and rose fragrance.120cm x 100cm.
STAINLESS STEEL (1997) - Classic exhibition rose form, with high-pointed blooms of soft, silvery lavender with a wickedly strong perfume. Long stems make it an ideal vase display. 150cm.
BI-COLOUR/MULTICOLOUR
ABRACADABRA (2005) - Startling, red-black petals, striped yellow, with each bloom displaying its own unique combination. 120-150cm.
BRINDABALLA RASPBERRY TIGER (2015) - Another beautiful tiger striped rose, this time with a cleverly inserted apricot flush, creating a long lasting vase life. Needs warmer weather to show best colour intensity. 120cm.
BRIGADON (1991) - Large-flowered blend of pink, cream and strawberry red. Tall, bushy grower. 150cm.
CANDY STRIPE (1963) - Striped bright pink and white blooms. 120-135cm.
CHICAGO PEACE (1962) - Rich shimmering pink, yellow reverse. 120-135cm.
CLAUDE MONET (2012) (Delbard) - Large double blooms are splashed and striped with pastel shades of pink and cream. Perfect for hand painted by Monet himself. 1.3m x 1.1m.
DAME ELIZABETH MURDOCH (2013) - A warm centre of golden yellow, becoming increasingly blushed with pink, cream and vermillion, towards the outer petals. The blend of colours will vary with the seasons and garden conditions. 90-120cm.
DAWSON’S DELIGHT (1978) - Deep cerise pink, with a straw yellow base. 120-135cm.
DIANA, PRINCESS OF WALES (2001) - Ivory petals overlaid with a clear pink blush. 150cm.
DOBLE DELIGHT (1977) (STA) (GFM) - Double, cream-edged and aching deep red overall. Possibly the most popular rose of all time. 120-135cm.
EMILY (2011) - A shorter growing variety, with high quality, beautifully folded blooms of fluorescent bright pink with a yellow reverse. From the famous Guillot French Rose breeding family. 60-80cm.
FAIREST CAPE (2010) – An attractive blend of warm apricot and orange with some pink flushes and a yellow reverse. Lightly fragrant, large, open-ruled blooms. European award-winner with a vigorous habit. 120cm.
FIONA'S WISH (2003) (STA) - Classic, fragrant blooms, shaded cherry-red with a creamy amber reverse. 120-135cm.
GRANADA (1963) (GFM) - Highly fragrant blend of pinks, reds and yellows. 120-135cm.
JOY OF LIFE (1996) - Striking, red flushes and edges, contrast with white centres.160cm.
JOYFULNESS (1986) - Pastel shades of apricot, cream and pink. 120-135cm.
KNOTS CHERIE (1981) - A blend of pink, yellow and red, gaining greater deep red tones as the flowers ages. 120-135cm.
ORANA GOLD (1990) - A warm blend of yellow, orange and red. 130-150cm.
OSIRIA (1978) - This very distinctive rose was bred by Kordes of Germany in 1978. Mysterious looking high centred buds open to fragrant, dark red, near black toned blooms with a stunning white reverse. A wonderful rose with classic, large flowered form. Height 150cm.
PERFECT MOMENT (1991) - Petals are yellow based, rising to a dramatic broad edge of orange and red. 120-135cm.
PETITE INTUITION (2013) (Delbard) - Large flowered, pastel pink, splashed with rich candy and magenta pinks. Long stems ideal for cutting with long vase life. A sport of Red Intuition. If you like Candy Stripe you’ll love this new French Beauty! 150cm.
PRINCESS DE MONACO (1981) - Large-flowered, rich ivory blushed pink. 120-135cm.
RED INTUITION (2006) (Delbard) - High quality, long-stemmed blooms. Large flowered, bright red slashed with deep red red stripes. Long vase life. Uplight grower to 120cm.
REMEMBER ME (1984) - Fragrant blooms in tones of burnt orange, amber and topaz. 110-120cm.
SPICED COFFEE (1990) - Shapely blooms of pale beige, overlaid with lavender at petal edges. 120-135cm.
SUMMER OF LOVE (2011) - A variable blend of white, yellow, coral pink and red. No two blooms are alike. Classic, high centred blooms, flowering throughout the season. A very sweet fragrant variety. Tall, upright grower to 150-170cm.
TEQUILA TIGER (2014) - High centred, perfectly shaped buds open to exotic blooms of pale gold and lemon, highly striped and splashed with candy pink petals and near red. Very, very alluringly different! Good cutting variety, producing long strong stems with excellent vase life. 120cm.
Climbing Roses
The sky’s no limit for climbing roses.

Add an extra dimension to your garden by using climbing roses to transform a dull, colourless wall, fence or pergola.

PINK SHADES

CECILE BRUNNER (1894) (H) - Large soft pink sprays of perfect miniature blooms. Also good for hedging and screening.

CHINA DOLL (1977) - Double bright deep pink. Excellent pillar rose.


LORAINE LEE (1932) (H) - Deep rose pink blooms. Often repeat flowers in winter.

PIERRE DE RONSARD (1986) (W) - Old-world style, pale pink blooms, deepening towards the centre. Pillar climber.

PINKIE (1952) (W) - Masses of salmon-pink blooms. Excellent pillar, or arch climber. Nearly thornless.


ZEPHIRINE DROUHIN (1868) (H) - Clear, bright pink, with delicate perfume. Thornless.

YELLOW-GOLD SHADES


GOLDEN SHOWERS (1956) - Daffodil yellow blooms.

RED SHADES

BLACKBOY (1919) (H) - Fragrant, deep velvety Crimson. Released by Australian breeder Alistair Clark in 1919 and has stood the test of time.

DON JUAN (1958) - Large, blackish-red, double blooms. Ideal pillar rose.

FRAGRANT CLOUD (1967) - Fragrant, deep coral red.

MR LINCOLN (1974) - Deliciously fragrant, large, velvety red. Strong grower, flowering throughout the season.


SYMPATHY (1964) - Prolific flowering, superb dark-red blooms in showy clusters.

APRICOT-ORANGE SHADES

CREPESCULE (1904) (H) - Orange-apricot blooms. Virtually thornless.

PURPLE-MAUVE SHADES

DREAM LOVER (2012) - An excellent pillar or fence, climber. Lilac-blue buds open to slightly fragrant, medium sized, lilac pink blooms. Growing to a very manageable size of around 2m high.

WHITE-CREAM SHADES

BLUSHING PIERRE DE RONSARD (2009) - A sport of the very popular original Pierre de Ronsard. Old-world style, fully double creamy white blooms. Blooms can carry a faint pink bluish tint in cooler weather. Excellent pillar-type climber, ideal for pergola posts.

ICEBERG (1968) - Pure white flowers in abundant clusters. Proven performer. Highly recommended.

LAMARQUE (1830) (H) - High-centred buds give way to pure white double blooms with lemon centres. Robust grower.

NEW RELEASE

APRICOT CLEMENTINE (2001) - Pink buds open to reveal blooms of vibrant apricot-orange tones. Small to medium sized flowers held in impressive clusters. Repeat flowers well through the season. 40-60cm.

MANDY (2011) - Ideal for use in pots or borders with clusters of bright red, semi-double to double blooms. A tough and compact miniature bush growing to 50cm in height and to 30cm wide.

PINK SHADES

CHINA DOLL (1946) (H) - Exquisite bright pink.

FAIRY (1932) (H) - Double, rosy pink, small flowers in showy clusters.

MINNIE PEARL (1982) - Perfectly formed pink blooms.

YELLLOW-GOLD SHADES

KO’S YELLOW (1978) - Yellow, with slight pink-red influence at the edges.

PETER MAC GOLD JUWEL (2000) - Bright golden yellow flowers. 60-80cm.

RED SHADES

DWARF FAIRY (2009) (STA) - This new mini is ideal for pots on the terrace or balcony. Produces large clusters of intense orange-red blooms. Displays good disease resistance as evidenced by its Silver Medal from the Australian National rose Trial Gardens. 40cm.

RED ROSA MINI - Deep red in colour.

APRICOT-ORANGE SHADES

CRICKET (1978) - Crisp orange double blooms on a medium height.

ORANGE HONEY (1979) (STA) - Soft orange with a yellow base to the petals and a yellow reverse.

PURPLE-MAUVE SHADES


WHITE-CREAM SHADES

EVITA (1984) - White with a touch of very pale pink. 30-40cm.

GOURMET POPCORN (1986) - Clusters of pure, white flowers.

BI-COLOUR/MULTICOLOUR

CHAMELEON ROSE - The rose that changes colour. Each flower changes colour from yellow through to red, pink and white. Height to 60cm.

LITTLE SUNSET (2013) (STA) - A little beauty bred by Kordes of Germany. A neat, compact bush, growing to just 40-50cm high. An abundance of petal packed, fully double, golden centred blooms with deepening, pink and red blushing on the outer petals. This much admired miniature was a Silver Medal winner from the Australian Rose Trials in 2012.

MAGIC CAROUSEL (1972) - Deep pink, opening creamy white, margined deep pink.

MINNIE PEARL (1982) - Double, yellow-orange blend.

Miniature Roses
So versatile!

Miniature roses are great for pretty borders and low hedges in a sunny garden. You can also grow them in large tubs and hanging baskets to add colour to sunny patios and balconies.

Twilight Glow
Guardian Angel
Old World Charm for the modern rose garden

These popular English roses will enhance your garden with their old world beauty. Free flowering, wonderfully scented and lovely as cut flowers, they make a delightful addition to any rose lover’s garden.

NEW RELEASE

BOSCobel (Auscousin) (2017) - Rosette style, fully double, salmon pink blooms with some subtle peach highlights. A vigorous and healthy growing upright shrub. Has a myrrh fragrance with hints of elderflower, pear and almond. 100cm x 70cm

ENGLAND’S ROSE (Auslounge) (2015) - Shallowly cupped at first opening to fully double, deep orange. Petals eventually reflexing to reveal an attractive button eye. Classic, spicy, old rose fragrance. Repeats well through the season. 100cm x 90cm.

TRANQUILLITY (Ausnoble) (2016) - Perfectly rounded, pure white, rosette blooms finished with a light green apple fragrance. An upright grower with gently arching canes. The canes carry few thorns making it a pleasure to pick and grow. 120cm x 90cm.

WERTON DOROTHY DALL (Ausblanket) (2017) - Rounded, chalky shaped blooms open with hints of apricot then fading to cream. Intense myrhh fragrance with hints of apricot. Upright bushy growth with minimum thorns. 1.6 x 1.25m or can be used as a climber to 3m.

PINK SHADES

HERITAGE (Ausbushl) (1984) - Perfectly formed buds of clearest shell-pink. Strong rose scent with overtones of lemon. 120cm x 120cm.

JOHN CLARE (Auscent) (1997) - Prolific growing, bearing medium-sized, cupped, bright pink flowers. 120cm x 100cm.

MARY ROSE (Ausmary) (1983) – One of the first David Austin’s to be released in Australia and remains a popular favourite. Loose-petalled flowers of attractive rose-pink. Fragrance of old roses, honey and almond tones. 120-150cm x 120cm.

PRINCESS ALEXANDRA OF KENT (Ausmerchant) (2011) - Large fully-petalled and deep-cupped blooms of glowing pink. Delicious tea fragrance, changing to lemon with age. 100cm x 75cm.

STRAWBERRY HILL (Ausrimini) (2009) – Medium-sized, rose-pink, cupped, rosette blooms. Myrrh fragrance with hints of lemon. 150cm x 120cm.

THE ALNWICK ROSE (Ausgrab) (2001) - Rich pink, deeply-cupped flowers. Old rose fragrance with a hint of raspberry. 150cm x 100cm.

YOUNG LICYDAS (Ausvibrant) (2012) - Large, deep-cupped blooms of blended dark pink and magenta tones. Outer petals develop some light purple hues. Attractive, bushy shrub. 120cm x 90cm.

YELLOW-GOLD SHADES

CHARLES DARWIN (Auspeet) – Flowered yellow-edged mustard coloured blooms. Strong fruity fragrance. 120cm x 100cm.

GOLDEN CELEBRATION (Ausgold) (1995) - Large, fragrant, deep golden, yellow blooms. Strong shrub of ideal rounded form. 150cm x 150cm.

HAPPY CHILD (Auscomp) (1997) - Cupped flowers of deep yellow. Growth slightly arching making an attractive small shrub. Delicious tea rose fragrance. 120cm X 100cm.

JUDE THE OBSCURE (Ausjo) (1998) - Very large incurved flowers, the petals being medium yellow inside and pale yellow on the outside. Strong fragrance. 150cm x 150cm.

MOLINEUX & GLOMOL (1997) - Short, bushy, upright growth. Ideal for smaller areas. Fragrant, rich yellow, rosette style blooms. 75cm x 60cm.

RED SHADES

FALSTAFF (Ausverse) (2001) – Large-cupped, full-petalled flowers of rich, dark crimson. Excellent pillar climber. 180cm x 150cm.

MUNSTED WOOD (Ausbernard) (2007) - Large, shallowly-cupped, deep velvety-crimson blooms. Strong old rose fragrance with notes of plum and berry fruits. 100cm x 80cm.

APRICOT-ORANGE SHADES

ABRAHAM DARBY (Auscot) (1985) – Large-growing shrub. Deeply-cupped blooms in shades of apricot and yellow. Strong myrrh character and arching growth. Strong fragrance. Rounded shrub. 120cm x 120cm.

PAGAN PRINCESS (Ausmum) (1995) - Bright copper inside, with pale copper/yellow on the outer petals. 150cm x 150cm.

WHITE-CREAM SHADES

CLARENCE (Ausprimrose) (2011) - Smooth, apricot flush to rich apricot. Strong, sweet apricot fragrance. 150cm x 100cm.

RICHARD AESCHLAMANN (Ausprimrose) (2011) - A vigorous and healthy grower to 1.2m. Clothed with pale pink, semi-double blooms. Long, arching canes. 150cm.

WINDERMERE (Aushomey) (2007) - Rich cream-coloured blooms fading to white. Delicately scented. Small to medium bushy shrub. 100cm x 75cm.

GROUNDCOVER ROSES


PETAL PUSHERS (2014) – Lovely old world form, clusters of small petal-filled, candy pink blooms. Vigorous, low mounded and spreading grower. Height to 30cm width to 1-1.2m. Bred by Dr Keith Zary in the United States.

PURPLE RAIN (2012) - Spreading, bushy growth habit makes this an ideal groundcover/landscape rose. Compact, perfect clusters of double violet pink blooms that develop purple tones with age. Mass plant for spectacular results. 50cm x 70cm.

RED CASCADE (1976) (W) - Continuous display for spectacular results. 50cm x 70cm.

SEA FOAM (1964) (W) - Creamy, white blooms occasionally tinged pink. Trim to shape. Vigorous. Use as a climber or spreading groundcover.

WHITE MAGIC (Flame) (2000) - Pure white, clustered blooms, each with a centre of golden stamens. 45-60cm. Mounded, spreading habit.

SHRUB ROSES

BLACK CAVIAR (2012) - A sure winner! Medium-sized blooms of deep velvety-red, with some black tones towards the centre. Full and quartered blooms with old world form. Intensely fragrant with jasmine, old rose and vanilla notes. Long, arching canes. 150cm.

BETTY CUTHBERT (2010) - Beautiful, double, soft apricot, Camellia-like blooms. Named in honour of Australian Olympic Champion, Betty Cuthbert. Betty was diagnosed with multiple sclerosis (MS) in her late thirties and worked tirelessly to promote MS awareness in Australia. Pat proceeds of sales go to Multiple Sclerosis (MS) Australia. Height to 1.2m and width to 60cm.

FIRESTAR PHOENIX (2013) - A blend of sunset colours of pink, apricot, crimson and yellow, ever changing as the blooms open and mature. A healthy grower that would make a fine flowering hedge. Bred in France. Part proceeds of sales to support Country Fire Association of Victoria.

FIRESTER SPIRIT (2013) – Clusters of small scarlet red flowers adorn the stems of this healthy, disease resistant rose. Flowers gain more burgundy tones as they age. Part proceeds of sales to support Country Fire Association of Victoria. A wonderful hedging rose. 90cm.

GALLIPOLI ROSE (2015) - A special release to mark the Centenary of the ANZAC Gallipoli landing in 1915. This dense growing shrub rose, produces dark red, unfading blooms produced singly or in clusters. Thick petal substance gives it a super long vase life. Young blooms carry a light, fragrance. A healthy grower to 1.2m, clothed in dark green leaves. Part proceeds of sales to help fund ANZAC education in schools and war veteran related projects.

GUARDIAN ANGEL (2012) - Lovely, loosely-cupped blooms of pearly white, packed with petals, giving a very full appearance. Light fresh fragrance. Flowers can develop some light apricot tones towards the centre in cooler conditions. 125cm.

HOME RUN (2012) - Rounded, bushy grower, that seems to almost always be in flower. Single, flame red flowers. Mass plant, use as a low hedge, or a rewarding potted rose. Noted for its healthy growth and disease resistance. Australian Rose of the Year 2011. 100cm.

MUTABILIS (Pre 1894) (H) - A healthy and quick growing large shrub. Continually produces masses of single, honey-yellow flowers, which change to pink and red. Wonderful for hedging. 2.5m x 3.2m.

PINK HOME RUN (2012) - This single pink flowering shrub rose has all the healthy growing attributes of the original red flowering, Home Run. Rounded, bushy grower, that seems to almost always be in flower. Mass plant, use as a low hedge, or a rewarding potted rose. Noted for its healthy growth and disease resistance. 100cm.

Planting Roses
Because Dawson’s roses are grown in pots, you can confidently plant them into your garden at any time of the year.
1) Before planting, water the rose in its pot.
2) In a sunny location, dig a hole 60cm wide and 45-60cm deep. Mix Dawson’s Garden World Organic Soil Improver with the soil from the hole at a rate of 1 part Soil Improver and 2 parts soil from the hole.
3) Return enough of this mix to the hole to achieve the correct height for the new plant.
4) Take the rose out of its pot, leaving the root ball intact and place in hole. Add 1 tablespoon of slow release fertiliser around the rootball.
5) Return more of the mix around the plant until the soil is level, then add mulch, leaving a 15cm clearance around the stem.
6) Use any left-over soil to make a shallow well around the plant (this will help retain water) and direct into the root system. Water in well (use at least 10 litres of water per plant), ensuring the root zone is thoroughly saturated.
7) Liquid feed fortnightly with Seasoil to help stimulate root growth and get plants off to a flying start!

Watering
• Water newly planted roses daily during the first season in the garden.
• Soil wetting agents allow water to penetrate into water repellent, sandy soils. Apply in spring and mid-summer.

Feeding
• Feed roses at regular 4-week intervals from spring to late April-early May.
• A fortified liquid feed, with a combination of Seasoil and Powerfeed, is a great addition to your rose feeding program.
• This combination provides all the nutrients required for healthy plant growth.

Mulching
• Use coarse grade mulch applied to the soil at a depth of 5-10cm, leaving a 15cm bare circle around the main stem. Never heap mulch or soil up around the stem.

Rootstock
One of the main virtues of grafting onto Fortuniana rootstock is its vigour and hardiness. If you see bright green foliage appearing from below the graft of the plant, simply break it off and discard.

Common Diseases & Pests
• Black Spot and Powdery Mildew are common rose fungal leaf diseases. They are most prevalent in early-mid spring and again in mid-late autumn when nights are often cool and damp. Diseases are also more likely on roses growing in too much shade. To Control Black Spot and Powdery Mildew spray with rose fungicides such as Eco Fungicide (used in conjunction with Eco Oil), Rose Shield, Triforine or Sharp Shooter Rose Black Spot and Pyrethrum Concentrate. Better still is preventative spraying, every fortnight over mid-spring and again in mid-late autumn.

• Avoid overhead watering and watering in the evening wherever possible.
• Control aphids and thrips with systemic insecticide, used monthly. Environmentally friendly sprays are available at Dawson’s.
• Red spider mites are the most troublesome pests of roses over the warmer months. Spray with Mavrik*, Natraasop*, Eco Neem* or Eco-Oil*. Spray twice, two weeks apart, to bring mite populations under control. Predator mites can also be ordered from your nearest Dawson’s store. Predator mites feed on spider mites, offering a natural way to control them in your garden. More information, enquire in-store or see our Predator Mite Fact Sheet at www.dawsonsroseworld.com.au
• White Rose Scale – spray with Eco-Oil* or White Oil®. Severely infested canes should be pruned out at pruning time.
• Herbicide Damage – don’t use Glyphosate herbicides near your roses; they’re very sensitive to Glyphosate damage and this causes distorted ‘witches broom’ looking foliage.

Pruning the easy way
• The object of pruning is to shape the bush and promote new blooms. Pruning is done every year in winter while plants are dormant, before new spring growth appears.

• Before starting, make sure pruning tools are clean and sharp.

• Hybrid tea roses, miniatures and floribunda roses can simply be cut back to half of their original height, using secateurs, loppers or even hedge shears.

• Tidy up by removing any crossing branches, diseased older wood or branches growing into the centre of the bush.

• David Austin rose bushes are best pruned by removing one third of their original height each winter.

• Climbing roses should be pruned and trained to restrict them from growing straight up. This is best done by tying new canes to a horizontal position or by arching into a fan shape.

• Weeping standard roses and shrub roses are best clipped and shaped with hedge shears. This can be done continuously after each flowering.

• Immediately after winter pruning, thoroughly spray bushes with Lime Sulphur.

• Need more help? Our knowledgeable staff will be happy to answer your questions on any aspect of rose growing or care. Just ask in-store or email your questions to askdawsons@dawsonsroseworld.com.au

Happy Gardening!
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For best results, follow these easy growing hints.

For more great ideas: www.dawsonsroseworld.com.au
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For VISIT ONE OF OUR FOUR CONVENIENT LOCATIONS:

170 Hale Road
FORRESTFIELD WA 6058
Tel: (08) 9453 6533
Fax: (08) 9453 9520

153 Railway Street
SWANBOURNE WA 6010
Tel: (08) 9384 9652
Fax: (08) 9383 2108

388 South Street
O’CONNOR WA 6163
Tel: (08) 9314 7258
Fax: (08) 9314 7264

179 Winton Road
JOONDALUP WA 6027
Tel: (08) 9300 0733
Fax: (08) 9300 1244

Open every day (except Christmas Day) 8.30am - 5.30pm.
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